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Abstract
Purpose: Visual scene displays (VSDs) can support augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) success for children and adults with complex communication needs. Static VSDs incorporate contextual photographs that include meaningful events, places, and people. Although the processing of VSDs has been studied, their power as a medium to effectively convey meaning may benefit from
the perspective of individuals who regularly engage in visual storytelling. The
aim of this study was to evaluate the perspectives of individuals with expertise
in photographic and/or artistic composition regarding factors contributing to
VSD complexity and how to limit the time and effort required to apply principles of photographic composition.
Method: Semistructured interviews were completed with 13 participants with expertise in photographic and/or artistic composition.
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Results: Four main themes were noted, including (a) factors increasing photographic image complexity and decreasing cohesion, (b) how complexity impacts
the viewer, (c) composition strategies to decrease photographic image complexity and increase cohesion, and (d) strategies to support the quick application of
composition strategies in a just-in-time setting. Findings both support and extend existing research regarding best practice for VSD design.
Conclusions: Findings provide an initial framework for understanding photographic
image complexity and how it differs from drawn AAC symbols. Furthermore,
findings outline a toolbox of composition principles that may help limit VSD complexity, along with providing recommendations for AAC development to support
the quick application of compositional principles to limit burdens associated with
capturing photographic images.

After taking a digital photo, it is easy to review and decide whether
to keep or retake it. The decision to keep or discard an image can be
made for a variety of reasons. In some cases, the subject of the photo
may have been moving or is not in the frame. In other cases, a more
subjective decision may be made about whether or not it is a “good”
photo, and explanations of why someone did or did not like a photo
may be harder to obtain. Having a good photo can inspire, quickly
engender feelings or, ideally, capture the moment. Photos are used
frequently in social media and for quick communication of ideas online, but despite the seemingly disposable presence of photos, decision making about their suitability for communicative purposes need
not be a solely intuitive process.
Decision Making for Images in Education and Health Care
In the medical field, there is research exploring what makes a good
photo for documentation and educational purposes. Specifically, research in the areas of ophthalmology (Mukherjee & Nair, 2012), orthopedics (Uzun et al., 2014), and dermatology (Muraco, 2020) have
identified a range of positive compositional factors for photography,
including filling the frame with the object of interest while providing
enough surrounding information to identify anatomical relationships,
providing sufficient lighting and exposure, keeping objects of interest
in focus, limiting focal object cutoff, and avoiding unnatural angles
and perspectives. When more than one image is presented simultaneously, there are additional considerations. For example, in examining
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how eye tracking could be used to more precisely assess comprehension in individuals with aphasia, Heuer and Hallowell (2007) found
that physical stimulus properties such as color, orientation, size, and
luminance may impact attentional patterns of those with aphasia
during viewing of multiple-choice arrays. Therefore, pictorial arrays
needed to be balanced across all features with careful design principles (Heuer et al., 2017).
In working with people with aphasia, Beukelman et al. (2015) suggested that highly contextualized photographs were best for use in restorative and compensatory approaches. These high-context or contextually rich photos had clear relationships provided between personally
relevant people and objects in a meaningful environment. Therefore,
carefully chosen photos could provide a scaffold for therapy activities
or the basis for a co-constructed conversation (Hux et al., 2010). The
communicative benefits of contextually rich photos are thus the basis for visual scene displays (VSDs) in augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC).
VSDs
Using VSDs can support communication success for adults and children with complex communication needs. These photographic images
provide information about the natural environment in which people,
places, and objects occur (e.g., during a child’s sporting event) and
embed hotspots within the scene store an associated communicative
message (e.g., Beukelman & Light, 2020). The provision of context
helps clarify image content, supporting language abilities (Beukelman et al., 2015), and takes advantage of individuals’ natural ability
to quickly process scenes, which possibly lowers cognitive burdens associated with interpretation of the visual display (Brown et al., 2019).
In validating the processing demands of VSDs, research has focused on a range of factors, such as the number of items within the
scene (Wilkinson et al., 2012), depiction of shared events and task
engagement (i.e., individuals within the scene are engaging in the
depicted event; Thiessen et al., 2017; Wilkinson et al., 2012), background elements during a shared activity (O’Neill et al., 2019), number of directional lines (Wilkinson et al., 2012), the inclusion of human figures (Thiessen et al., 2014; Wilkinson et al., 2012; Wilkinson
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& Light, 2014), and familiarity and personalization (Dietz et al.,
2014; McKelvey et al., 2010). The research generally focuses on attention demands with different variations in a scene. For example,
in a preliminary study, Wilkinson and Light (2011) tracked the visual attention patterns of 19 college students aged 18–22 years when
looking at eight different visual scene images. Images included people in conditions where the people were relatively small or where
other objects, because of their size, would appear to compete for
attention. Their findings indicated that participants had a fast and
enduring allocation of their visual attention to people regardless of
their relative size or competing imagery. Therefore, the evidence
suggests that scene elements and design may impact the gaze patterns of individuals viewing VSDs.
AAC research has also considered the processing demands of gridbased displays. A number of factors that impact outcomes for gridbased AAC displays are identified, such as clustering symbols by internal color (e.g., Wilkinson et al., 2008), use of background (Thistle
& Wilkinson, 2017) and foreground color (Thistle & Wilkinson, 2009),
along with the influence of matrix size (Thistle, 2019), symmetry
and symbol orientation (Wilkinson & Jagaroo, 2004), motion (Jagaroo & Wilkinson, 2008), the incorporation of text alongside symbols
(Brown et al., 2015), space and symbol arrangement such as spatial
cuing (Light, Wilkinson, et al., 2019), organizing by word class category (Thistle & Wilkinson, 2017), organizing by emotional category
(Wilkinson & Snell, 2011), and considering left–right hemisphere processing bias (Wilkinson & Jagaroo, 2004). In addition, studies evaluating how children draw symbol concepts (e.g., eat) identified that
children are more likely to depict concepts using whole shapes (Light
& Drager, 2007; McCarthy et al., 2018), which, when in context, may
help support accurate symbol identification (Worah et al., 2015). These
important findings regarding how the principles of the visual cognitive neurosciences can inform display design have led to initial guidelines for clinical practice (e.g., Light, Wilkinson, et al., 2019), which
may lower cognitive–perceptual loads and task difficulty.
Similar to grid displays, conceptualizing the notion of photographic image complexity and how to compose VSD can help support
improved AAC performance (Light, Wilkinson, et al., 2019). However, while there may be some overlap, what makes a naturalistic
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VSD image complex or difficult to understand may differ from what
makes a symbol complex in a grid system (Wilkinson et al., 2012).
Therefore, as digital photographs become easier than ever to obtain
for communication purposes (Brown & Thiessen, 2018), there is still
room for consideration of what makes a “good” VSD photograph and
how complexity and compositional factors can impact VSD-based
communication.
Maximizing the Communicative Power of a Scene to Create
Meaning
In the context of scene viewing, both saliency and meaning factors
impact how one reads an image and interprets meaning. Saliency
refers to low-level (bottom-up) image features, such as luminance,
contrast, and color, which allow objects to stand out from their surroundings. These salient focal points may attract our attention, independent of top-down processes related to overall scene meaning (Itti
& Koch, 2001; Wu et al., 2014). In more detail, scene regions that are
uniform along salient features are identified as uninformative, with
scene regions that differ along salient features identified as informative (Henderson & Hayes, 2018). For instance, scene viewers may be
attracted to the brightest element(s) in the scene, as the brightness
difference causes a change in salience. In this manner, saliency helps
provide a framework for how our attention is guided to scene elements (Itti & Koch, 2000; Itti et al., 1998; Liu & Gleicher, 2006). In
contrast, how scenes are viewed is also impacted by a top-down process, which guides our attention to areas of the scene that are most
semantically informative and relevant, based on our world knowledge, general scene schemas (or template), and the scene itself (Henderson & Hayes, 2018).
Previous research discusses important scene elements and has established how VSDs can reduce processing challenges versus traditional grid methods. However, a synthesis is lacking that informs how
to maximize the effectiveness of a photograph to capture a moment.
In line with prior research utilizing principles of the visual cognitive
neurosciences, the field of AAC can benefit from incorporating the perspectives of outside disciplines into conversations related to AAC innovation and service delivery. Working with visual scenes is something
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professionals with a background in photography and/or artistic principles of composition have been doing for years. Principles of photographic and art composition with an orientation to convey a specific
message, story, or perspective may support findings from the visual
cognitive sciences by helping understand what makes scenes more
complex and how to limit scene complexity by increasing image structure, decreasing distraction, and drawing the viewers’ attention to
key scene elements (Peterson, 2003). In addition, photographic and
composition professionals may shed new light on how compositional
principles can be easily and quickly applied to support rapid image acquisition and support just-in-time programming of VSDs during daily
interactions (Light, McNaughton, & Caron, 2019). Therefore, the aim
of this study was to identify the perspectives of compositional experts
who possess a range of experiences and expertise to help guide how
VSD can be designed to decrease cognitive load and distraction while
increasing individuals’ efficiency during AAC use.

Method
Participants
Approval from the institutional review board at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln and Ohio University was provided prior to study commencement. Thirteen participants (n = 7 women, M = 42.5 years, SD
= 9.8, range: 23–55) completed the study. Participants had an average of 17.5 years (SD = 10.7, range: 4–38) of experience with photographic and/or artistic composition. A range of backgrounds related
to composition were targeted for inclusion (see Table 1 for participant demographics). Furthermore, one participant had a brother diagnosed with Down syndrome and had spent time teaching individuals with this diagnosis how to use a camera to express themselves.
Prior to the interviews being conducted, a short presentation about
VSDs was delivered to participants to ensure all had a common frame
of reference. The presentation included a general description about the
field of AAC, VSDs, and hotspots. Furthermore, a link to a public video
showing VSD use was provided for reference. The video was posted
on an AAC-focused university’s webpage and included scenes of a trip
that both included and excluded people. Those experts incorporated
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Table 1. Participant demographics.
Participant
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13

Age		
(years)
Gender
38
48
49
31
50
42
30
55
23
43
50
53
40

F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

Years of
experience Primary areas of expertise
21
10
23
8
32
14
15
38
5
13
4
30
14

Photography
Light use in composition
Photography/film making
Photography, drawing, printmaking
Photography
Human attention during scene perception
Photography
Visual art
Journalism/photography
Cinematography
Commercial photography
Visual photography
Film

F = female; M =male.

into this investigation had a minimum of 2 years of experience related to composition, felt comfortable discussing compositional principles, and self-determined their experience could be extended to inform VSD design.
Materials
The interview guide (see Supplemental Material S1) was developed
to fill gaps in current literature regarding what contributes to VSD
complexity and applications of photographic and artistic composition,
discussing (a) what makes a photographic image complex; (b) possible impacts of image complexity of the viewer; (c) how the principles
of photographic and/or artistic composition can help limit VSD complexity, decrease distraction, and highlight key scene elements; and
(d) what camera settings could be used to emphasize these compositional elements automatically to decrease stakeholder burdens with
image collection.
One additional interview question discussing physical access techniques for VSDs was removed from the provided interview protocol, and data will be presented elsewhere. During interviews, a focus
was placed on compositional principles that may be quickly applied
to support just-in-time programming of naturally occurring communication events.
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Procedure
Interview and data analysis procedures were based upon detailed reports of qualitative methods currently used in the field of AAC (e.g.,
Hajjar et al., 2016; O’Neill & Wilkinson, 2020). All interviews were
completed in a single session via video conferencing (n = 12) or telephone (n = 1). Interviews lasted approximately 45 min and followed
an interview guide to help ensure systematic data collection. Furthermore, at the beginning of each interview, the lead author reviewed the
VSD presentation with participants and answered any related questions. Only once all participants’ questions were answered and they
felt comfortable did interviews commence. During interviews, some
participants showed personal or web-based images to support communication about composition principles. The interviewer asked followup questions and requested clarifications to help ensure accurate coding and explore participant insights in more detail. In addition, notes
were taken by the interviewer during data collection to prompt follow-up questions and support later analysis by recording key quotes
and phrases, along with initial interview themes. The lead author
completed all interviews between January 2020 and May 2020. Data
collection and analysis were ceased at saturation, when collecting
new data no longer revealed new insights, and all members of the research team (including two speech-language pathologists, one with a
degree in photography and video and one with experience in photography, plus one graduate student in speech-language pathology with
a background in visual processing) agreed topics had been discussed
in sufficient detail (Saunders et al., 2018). Specifically, data collection finished when no new codes were identified for three consecutive participants and the research team reached 100% consensus that
the themes were fully comprehensible.
Data Analysis
All of the interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim, including language features such as laughing and pausing, by a
trained graduate assistant who also ensured the interview script had
been followed. After initial transcription, a second graduate assistant
checked transcription accuracy, with discrepancies discussed to 100%
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consensus. Following transcription, files were imported into NVivo
software, which allows for organization and analysis of qualitative
data, such as interview transcripts (QSR International, 2018). Using
a grounded theory approach (Gibbs, 2008), interview themes were
grouped by means of NVivo’s coding features using a constant comparison approach through which new data were incorporated into the
existing coding structure, with new codes added as new information
emerged (Creswell, 2012). Following coding, a codebook detailing the
four major themes, 20 subthemes, and 52 codes identified was developed (see Supplemental Material S2). Following codebook generation,
the lead author and trained graduate assistant reevaluated all interview transcripts to provide a subjective assessment of codebook consistency. Discrepancies in the codebook were then discussed among
all team members until a final consensus was reached. Following consensus, an evaluation of reliability was conducted. In more detail, 23%
(three of 13) of the interview transcripts were coded separately by a
trained research assistant using the codebook. Based upon the procedures of O’Neill and Wilkinson (2020), the large number of codes
identified in this study decreases the likelihood of coding agreements
occurring by chance. Therefore, percent agreement (Syed & Nelson,
2015) was chosen for evaluating reliability for the randomly identified
transcripts. Intercoder reliability was performed independently by a
trained graduate assistant until more than 80% accuracy was achieved
at the level of the code (McHugh, 2012; O’Neill & Wilkinson, 2020).
For our investigation, an average of 94% (range: 87%–100%) intercoder reliability was achieved across the selected transcripts.
Credibility Indicators
Throughout the study, multiple techniques were used to further ensure data quality and credibility, including member checking, peer debriefing and review, and triangulation (Creswell, 2012; Gibbs, 2008).
Member Checking
Member-checking procedures were completed both during and
following the interview. During the interview, member checking
was completed by the interviewer by (a) requesting participants to
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elaborate on unclear statements during the interview process and (b)
providing summary statements to help ensure correct understanding
during the interview. Following each interview, a discussion summary was sent to each interviewee so they could confirm that their
ideas were represented in our evaluation. Twelve of the 13 participants responded to the request, all indicating agreement with summary content.
Peer Debriefing, Review, and Triangulation
The second author provided peer review of study methods across
the length of the investigation. In addition, to confirm study findings were consistent with current theories regarding visual composition, following data analysis, a peer briefing procedure was completed (Brantlinger et al., 2005). The peer debriefer, who is currently
completing their PhD in media communications, had 15 years of experience related to composition. The peer debriefer agreed that study
findings were consistent with current theories regarding visual composition. Finally, a triangulation methodology was incorporated by
utilizing a team approach (including both authors and a trained research assistant) during data analysis to help decrease the possibility of lead author bias.
Procedural Reliability
Procedural reliability was tracked via spreadsheet for study procedures related to transcription, distribution of the VSD presentation,
and distribution of participant member checking documents. All procedures were completed with 98% accuracy as one participant (P11)
indicated they did not receive the VSD presentation prior to beginning
the interview. In this case, the interview only continued after the presentation was discussed, all their questions were answered, and they
indicated they still wished to continue with the interview.
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Table 2. Themes and subthemes.
Theme

Subtheme

Factors increasing image complexity
Saliency principles are not used purposefully. A unifying theme,
and decreasing cohesion 		
context, or consistency with one’s image schema is incomplete
		
or missing.
The number and completeness of elements
Age, cognition, environment, and interests can potentially
		
compound complexity.
How complexity may impact the viewer
Complexity decreases accessibility and increases difficulty in
		
understanding image content.
Complexity may be mitigated when an individual’s interests
		
are activated.
Composition strategies to decrease
Composition is not a one-size-fits-all approach; composition
photographic image complexity and		
principles provide a toolbox to support photographic
increase cohesion 		
communication. Use of contrast (light and dark)

Use of contrast (color)
Structural principles
Shape and space
Leading line toward focal object or into frame
Scale
Focus
Facial features should be in focus and well lit.
Not distorting reality to support consistency with the viewer’s
		
image schema and support interpretation of meaning
Strategies to support the quick
Utilizing automatic grid lines and frames
application of composition strategies
Automatic camera settings, especially aperture priority
in a just in time setting
Touch screen apps for focus, light, and depth of field 4 and
		
4.6k cameras and editing software

Results
An overview of identified themes and subthemes is provided in Table 2,
with the full codebook provided in Supplemental Material S2. The following results are organized by theme and subtheme.
Factors Increasing Image Complexity and Decreasing Cohesion
Saliency Principles Are Not Used Purposefully
Twelve participants outlined how image complexity may be increased when similar (analogous) colors and shades are close together
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or overlap, or color is utilized in a nonpurposeful manner. For example, P2 stated:
Let’s say that we’ve got a photograph that shows a bunch of
kale next to some romaine lettuce next to maybe some broccoli, we’ve got all these green objects. There’s not going to
be anything that stands out because green does not help us
isolate what we’re looking at, even different shades of green
really don’t help us. Now, we have to start looking at line
and start to identify objects by their shape and that takes
more time.
Regarding similar colors, another participant described that an individual’s color vision should be taken into account, as those with red
and green color blindness may perceive these colors as similar. Seven
participants noted that images in which everything is equal in brightness or which include a large amount of shadow may be more distracting, decreasing image unity and making it difficult to read, as one participant summarized:
If something that doesn’t have enough light it can be under
exposed and suddenly you’ve lost information in the shadows. Um, we tend to want to find that information and we
want to see that information. A good example is in your horror movies, a lot of times your monster is lurking in the dark
and you can’t necessarily identify him.
Leading lines not emphasizing the focal object(s) were discussed by
four participants to increase complexity. For instance, P9 stated, “If
there’s a cord running through the image, then my eyes are, whether
I’m conscious of it or not, being led out.” Other areas participants identified as possibly increasing image complexity included (a) including
multiple items as a single depth, like a police lineup where all suspects are arranged in a manner of equal importance, or having multiple items all at various depths, noted by three participants; (b) a lack
of image structure, noted by four participants; and (c) equal or minimal use of focus, as noted by three participants, with P1 describing
“one other thing that’s kind of particular to photography also is the
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idea of focus, so if everything is equally sharp, everything is equally
important.”
A Unifying Theme, Context, or Consistency With One’s Image Schema
Is Incomplete or Missing
A total of 10 individuals discussed how factors that may contradict
an individual’s image schema, distort their world knowledge, or impact their interpretation of context and meaning may increase image
complexity. Regarding schema mismatch, P4 indicated,
If you’re placing something within a context that doesn’t
match the normal context that that person might understand
that image, it becomes more difficult. If you have a banana,
but it’s, um, in some office and there’s all like staplers and office supplies and computers and things all around, that sort
of context, it maybe doesn’t make as much sense as if it’s
within a kitchen setting or a dinner table, somewhere where
you’re able to make sense of it.
In a similar manner, six participants noted that context meaning
can be obscured when elements, especially those in foreground of the
image, are distracting or run counter to the overall meaning. Distorting an individual’s world knowledge by capturing the photograph at
a slanted angle, unusual vantage point, creating unnatural color contrasts (e.g., through poor color balance or high levels of saturation), or
by using a lens that does not reflect how our eye naturally sees, such
as a wide-angle lens, also dilutes the context. For instance, P7 noted,
I actually think that because the color is a little extra saturated here. It does visually make the image even more complex. If you push the saturation too far, whereas letting it
be a little bit more natural might actually help the eye move
around.
Depth of field refers to the zone of the scene that remains in focus
(Nagahara et al., 2008). Although depth of field may be a useful composition tool for guiding attention (see below), depth of fields that
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are too shallow may blur out and decrease the amount of information available to the viewer, making the image more about a singular
object (e.g., a symbol) than depicting a clear routine or event in context. This point is illustrated clearly in the following comment by P2:
It depends on the amount of blur. If I can still determine that
what is around that orange are food items and a tray on a
lunch table, then my imagination will make up the rest of the
scene. So, I can identify that, okay, this is an orange on the
table, but I’m still focused on the orange. The things around
it still have context and give context to place for the orange.
If it’s slightly blurred, the orange stands out. If the orange is
so blurred that we’ve lost the context, at that point it is truly
about the orange and not the orange at lunch time.
Finally, as noted by one participant, a scenario with an overall unclear event of scenario becomes more complex for the viewer.
The Number and Completeness of Elements
A total of 11 participants discussed how the number of scene elements and shape may contribute to increasing image complexity. However, regarding the number of scene elements, participants discussed
that, due to image schema, the viewer does not necessarily evaluate
all of the physical items within a scene. Therefore, the actual number
of physical elements in the scene may only contribute to complexity
if the elements challenge one’s schema, do not semantically support
context, and/or draw attention away from primary focal elements
though salient factors. For instance, P10 explains,
If you had an image which was predominantly made up of
full trees that have lots of green leaves and then in the midst
of those trees is one red cardinal. You know, one brightly
colored bird, which exhibits color contrast to the remainder
of the image…we might say that that’s a complex image because there’s so much going on, you know, if you were trying
to find the, the one leaf that was a different shape than the
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others, it would be, it’d be really difficult visually. However,
you know that red bird, and all of a sudden, if you showed
that image they might say, well, no, no, that’s not a complex image at all, if we’re trying to identify the bird, because
there’s this element of contrast.
When whole elements are not depicted, overlapping and cutoff/incomplete shapes may increase the abstractness of objects within the
image, possibly decreasing an individual’s ability to identify image elements. Furthermore, when these cutoff shapes/incomplete shapes extend beyond the border of an image, this phenomenon may also draw
the individual out of the scene.
Age, Cognition, Environment, and Interests Can Potentially
Compound Complexity
A total of five participants discussed that, in addition to more general factors that contribute to complexity, complexity itself may be
compounded by a variety of person-centered factors, such as an individual’s age, interests, environment, cognitive level, and culture,
which need to be considered on an individual basis. For instance, as
children develop visuospatial skills, understanding images taken at
another vantage point may become easier to comprehend, or an individual with a gaming background may find packaging of a familiar
game easier to understand than someone without experience in gaming. Furthermore, as P4 describes, how included elements support
context may differ between individuals:
Are you looking at from the American culture or looking at it
from any other sort of country or ethnic background? Like,
people would interact with the image differently, you know,
maybe if maybe there are only fruits that are not even offered in certain places.
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How Image Complexity May Impact the Viewer
Complexity Decreases Accessibility and Increases Difficulty in Understanding Image Content
A total of 12 participants discussed how image complexity may
decrease the efficiency in which visual communication takes place
through an image, making the image difficult to understand. This is
well described by P4, who indicated,
That’s why decreasing the complexity is important in that,
we’re not thinking about the image, we’re thinking about a
communicative act, that the image is not about the image.
The image is about communicating quickly and not having to
decipher and translate what that thing might mean.
Therefore, participants discussed how image complexity may increase the effort required from the viewer to understand scene content, possibly causing increased visual load; increasing levels of
fatigue, stress, frustration, confusion, and strain; and possibly decreasing contextual understanding. Based upon this added cognitive
effort, four participants noted this issue may increase time for image
understanding, with six participants noting that the viewer may eventually disengage with image content. For instance, paralleling a complex scene to “Where’s Waldo?” images, P9 states, “And then eventually, you don’t want to try anymore because Waldo, completely, to your
knowledge is not in that picture, whether he’s supposed to be or not.”
One individual also considered AAC access, noting that if objects are
crowded together on the screen, a more efficient motor plan may be
needed to select smaller communication targets.
Complexity May Be Mitigated When a User’s Interests Are Activated
While the previous subtheme discussed the negative impacts image
complexity may have on a viewer, five participants noted the broader
impacts of how one’s unique individual experience, motivation, and
interests may impact how one responds when viewing a complex image. For instance, P10 noted, “If the image is aesthetically pleasing or
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Figure 1. Images of a child during a block stacking activity. Images of a child during
a block stacking activity indicating positive (left) and negative (right) use of composition principles. Selected positive compositional principles (left) include (a) face
being well lit, (b) task engagement, and (c) leading line created by blocks, arms and
eye gaze leading to focal activity and moving from left to right (as illustrated by the
black arrows). Selected negative compositional principles (right) include (a) face
is not well lit with too much shadow, (b) the child is not task-engaged, and (c) line
leading the viewer out of the frame, as illustrated by the white arrow. The positive
image (left) may be achieved by moving the child slightly out of the chair shadow
and turning on an extra light.

something that is of interest to the, to the viewer, I think that would
have a greater amount of impact than the complexity itself.”
Composition Strategies to Decrease Image Complexity and
Increase Cohesion
Composition Is Not a One-Size-Fits-All Approach and Principles Provide a Toolbox to Support Photographic Communication
All 13 participants discussed how compositional strategies described in the following subthemes, which aim to (a) decrease image
complexity by helping draw attention to focal elements and (b) improve visual communication, may provide general guidelines for image creation. However, it is important to consider that the application
of compositional strategies may need to be evaluated on an individual basis, depending upon the situation and communicative intent of
the image. For instance, P7 said,
So, I really think when it comes to organizing elements in an
image, there’s not necessarily one catch-all, you kind of have
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to have some awareness of the scene in front of you and then
sort of have a toolkit at your disposal and picking the best
tools for the scene.
Use of Contrast (Light and Dark)
A total of 13 participants discussed how contrast (light and dark)
can be utilized to lower image complexity and decrease distraction.
Bright objects draw our attention, and light-to-dark contrast creates
a natural strong outline around the focal element(s). Therefore, having bright focal element(s) in the scene will help them stand out from
the background. This purposeful application of light contrast is clearly
illustrated by P11 through the following quote: “If we want to draw
our attention to an item, we want that to be the brightest item in the
scene.”
Use of Contrast (Color)
A total of 12 participants discussed the use of color contrast in composition. Specifically, 12 participants discussed how scene element(s)
of the most vivid color will attract attention. For instance, three participants discussed that warmer colors on a cooler background may
draw our attention. It is also important to note that color is influenced
by light, with colors that are well lit in the image becoming more vibrant. Therefore, light and color may work together in drawing attention to focal elements. When discussing color contrast, however,
seven participants reported that naturally occurring color contrasts
should be used, with P4 saying, “I would suggest keeping as many natural colors as possible but thinking about what colors you’re photographing something on.” However, participants indicated that utilizing bright and complementary color pairings (e.g., red and green, and
those colors opposite each other on the color wheel) or using saturation to enhance color contrasts should be used cautiously to limit fatigue. Finally, two participants discussed grouping items by their natural internal color, indicating that grouping items by color may assist
with building associations or provide balance, but the effects on limiting complexity are currently unclear.
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Structural Principles
A total of 12 individuals discussed compositional principles related
to structure, providing guidelines for balanced placement of key focal elements within the scene, including (a) the rule of thirds, (b)
spiral line composition, (c) triangular composition, and (d) limiting
items on the edge of the frame. First, placing focal items in central
positions within the scene was discussed by 12 participants, indicating that central compositions are relatively simple, intuitive, and possibly better for smaller screen sizes. In addition to central composition, nine participants discussed the application of the rule of thirds
and spiral line in creating a balanced composition. To apply a rule of
thirds composition, the photographer breaks the image into thirds,
both horizontally and vertically, to create a grid, which includes a total of nine small cells, similar to a tic-tac-toe board. The photographer then seeks to place focal elements of the scene on the intersecting grid lines (see Figure 2). The Fibonacci spiral line composition
(see Figure 2) is a slightly more complex version of the rule of thirds
and provides another method for creating images with natural balance. Spiral line composition can begin in any corner of the image and
is based on a mathematical formula developed by Fibonacci that replicates a spiral line formation commonly seen in nature (e.g., a nautilus shell; Shuai, 2020). Together, participants discussed that the rule
of thirds and spiral line composition may provide a guide for placing
focal elements within the scene that may be more engaging than the
central composition strategy, possibly supporting images with an increased number of objects, and perhaps better for larger screens. Regarding structural strategies, one of our experts stated,
Some people are fond of the rule of thirds or the golden mean
with, you know, kind of the Nautilus shell where that image
is coming around. And we kind of focus where that primary
third is. So, I mean, there are definitely compositional elements, or things that we can bring to help guide that eye or
help bring that attention a little bit quicker into the frame.
An additional structural principle discussed by three participants
involved arranging focal elements along implied triangular lines to
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Figure 2. Images of a child during inside playtime. Images of a child during inside
playtime, indicating positive (top left) and negative (top right and bottom middle)
use of composition principles. Positive compositional principles (top left) include
(a) task engagement; (b) child perspective; (c) being attracted to brighter focal elements; (d) spiral line composition (white spiral overlay), which also approximates
rule of thirds (yellow grid overlay); and (e) largest objects drawing attention (scale),
with the frame largely filled with the activity. Selected negative compositional principles for the top right image include (a) person and objects of interest are not in
focus; (b) camera engagement; and (c) a nonsemantic element within the scene (a
dog), which does not support the play context is in primary focus. Selected negative
compositional principles for the bottom middle image include (a) camera engagement; (b) multiple overlapping shapes; (c) a nonsemantic object is in the foreground
(a dog), which is not supporting context and is minimally recognizable due to cut
off, leading out of the frame; (d) lack of image structure; and (e) a large amount of
space around activity. The positive image (top left) may be achieved by waiting for
activity engagement, ensuring the object and person of interest are in focus, and
moving closer to the child to help fill more of the frame with the target activity.

help increase image structure (see Figure 3), though this may be less
of an “on-the-go” strategy than the principles previously mentioned.
Finally, to help avoid edge items that may increase image complexity
and cause distraction, seven participants discussed keeping focal objects away from the edges of the frame, possibly leaving about 10%–
20% of the image border clear.
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Figure 3. Images of a child during outside playtime with mom. Images of a child
during outside playtime with mom, indicating positive (top left) and negative (top
right and bottom middle) use of composition principles. Selected positive compositional principles (top left) include (a) task engagement, (b) whole element depiction, (c) child perspective, and (d) use of triangular structure, as illustrated by the
white arrows. Selected negative compositional principles for the top right image include (a) adult perspective; (b) cut of people on frame border; (c) line leading out
of frame right to left, as illustrated by the white arrow; and (d) a nonsemantic element is included that does not contribute to context (a cell phone). However, in this
instance, as the phone is not a highly salient feature, it may have limited impact on
causing distraction. Selected negative compositional principles in the third image
(bottom middle), include (a) eye gaze/line leading moving out of frame from right
to left, as illustrated by the white arrow, and (b) a slanted angle distorting reality
(i.e., they look like they are sitting on a hill). The positive image (top left) may be
achieved by utilizing the child’s perspective, waiting for task engagement, and taking the image squarely.

Shape and Space
A total of 11 participants discussed the application of shape and
space in limiting VSD complexity and decreasing distraction. Eight
participants described how isolating focal element(s) by surrounding them with negative space can help draw attention to the object,
limit object overlap and cutoff, support whole-object recognition, and
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decrease abstract shape formation. These points were illustrated by
both P2 and P1, who stated,
I can’t emphasize enough, any time that you can create negative space around an object that is going to give preference
to the object itself, and when a circular object is isolated, you
know, in front of a plain background, it’s very easy to understand what shape that is and identify that thing, but the more
that it intersects with other shapes and overlaps, you know,
the less simple it is.
However, one participant noted that, as individuals may be getting
more used to using small-sized screens (e.g., cell phone), it is possible that individuals may be becoming more accustomed to identifying objects that are surrounded by limited space. In addition, two participants noted that scene viewers may be attracted to elements that
have a contrasting shape to their surroundings.
Leading Lines Guiding Toward Focal Object and/or Into Frame
Eleven participants in total discussed the use of actual and implied
lines to emphasize focal element(s). Eight participants described how
strong horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines, such as those formed by
a tree branch, an individual’s arm or an image frame may lead an individual’s attention to focal element(s) within the scene. For instance,
P10 stated: “You know, leading lines are huge, like what, you know
what, what kind of a line, a road, a fence, a river, a tree branch. Your,
your eye lock on to and follow to your, to your subject.”
The use of an implied line was noted by six participants. Implied
lines refer to lines that are not actually visible in the image, such as
those described above, but which can guide our attention. For instance, implied lines may include an individual’s eye gaze or direction
of movement and attract an individual’s attention to focal elements(s).
Furthermore, implied lines move in the same direction that an individual reads. For instance, in English, an individual walking in the
frame from left to right may help bring our attention into versus out
of the scene.
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Scale
A total of nine participants described the role of scale in drawing
the viewers’ attention to focal scene elements. In further detail, six
participants indicated that the items of largest scale in the scene will
attract attention first, unless the item is just providing context. This
sentiment about the use of scale was elucidated by one of our experts,
saying:
Yeah, so in my head, there’s a square, and a big river and the
full river is included, and there’s a tiny little bird. But if you
had cut into the river and so now the river is just the corner of the photo instead of completely included in the photo,
then that’s the context in the background. And then the bird
becomes the focus because that’s what’s fully, fully shown.
However, participants also noted that scale should not be manipulated unnaturally to draw one’s attention. To support increased scale,
five participants suggested placing focal elements in the foreground
of the image. In addition, six participants discussed filling the photographic frame with the focal activity versus taking it at a distance to
help ensure focal elements were given importance in the scene. However, caution may need to be given to ensure enough context is provided in which the activity is taking place.
Focus
Twelve participants in total identified the role of focus in composition, with seven participants indicating the focal element(s) should
be in sharp focus to draw the viewers’ attention. To the same effect,
11 participants described how a shallow depth of field can be utilized
to blur background elements, making them out of focus, to help the
viewer attend to elements in focus. The use of depth of field was articulately described by P11, denoting:
If your object of focus is, say, in the foreground, you would
keep that in focus, and your background may be blurred out,
so that the object in focus is easier to pick out within that
image.
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However, when blurring out the background, care may need to be
given to ensure the viewer can still understand image context, as described in Theme 1.
Facial Facial Features Should Be in Focus and Well Lit
A total of four participants discussed that the viewers’ attention is
naturally drawn to facial features. Consequently, facial features should
be clear and well lit. This lighting technique may also help the viewer
connect with the subject, as outlined by P13,
You’ve got three shots of kids interacting with the AAC device. To me, the most interesting one is the kid in the middle, because I can really connect with this face. I get some
eye light. I first look at his eyes.
Not Distorting Reality to Support Consistency With the Viewers’
Image Schema and Support Interpretation of Meaning
A total of 11 participants discussed composition methods that may
help support interpretation of meaning and help provide consistency
between the image, the viewers’ image schema, and their view of reality. Specifically, nine participants noted that the number of scene
elements and background patterns or colors may need to be simplified if they do not contribute to meaning and/or are drawing focus
away from focal element (e.g., nonfocal objects are bright and vivid
in the scene). Furthermore, three participants noted the inclusion of
familiar objects, locations, and meaningful engagements in supporting item recognition. For instance, P4 stated, “So, I’m thinking of instead of just having a general toy the person using the device and the
person who’s potentially helping them, to make an image of their own
toy.” Six participants also discussed how considering the perspective
(e.g., height) of the individual may lower visuospatial demands. Regarding perspective, P13 discussed,
So my tips would be, if this is for the child, then get on the
child’s level because that’s their perspective, a lot of times,
adults will stand up over them and they’ll have this angle
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that’s not conducive to the child’s worldview and so they’ll
not connect with it.
Regarding limiting distortion within the image, four participants
outlined how lenses of 50–85 mm, or equivalent, more naturally replicate how the eye naturally sees and may help limit line and depth
distortions within the image. In addition, two participants indicated
that taking photographs squarely versus at a tangential angle can
help limit line distortion (e.g., helping straight lines look straight and
not bent). Demonstrating this concept of taking focal elements in the
scene squarely, P7 reports,
If you are too off to the side of something or too above or
below, like in relation to the scene that you’re photographing that can sort of create angles that add complexity, rather
than trying to square up more straight on.
Strategies to Support the Application of Composition Strategies
in a Just-in-Time Setting
A total of seven participants discussed how grid lines and frame overlays are available on cameras to support the implementation of structural principles of composition. In this regard, seven participants
discussed using “built-in” frame overlays, which provide a guide for
implementing structural composition by the rule of thirds and spiral
line. The availability and application of these guides were discussed
by one expert, who said,
There’s certainly camera settings like in the point and shoot,
the very consumer level. That allows you to put those (referring to rule of thirds and spiral line composition) kind of
grids and it’s invisible on the backside that helps kind of you
compose. Yeah, yeah. Certainly, I know several cameras I
have kind of puts those little grids in there for you.
Furthermore, two participants discussed using edge frame guides
(e.g., a guide indicating the area 10%–20% from the frame edge) can
help the photographer be aware of the frame border, or vignettes/border frames may help lead an individual into image content.
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Automatic Camera Settings, Especially Aperture Priority
Seven participants in total discussed camera functions that automatically allow the photographer to set a specific exposure factor,
such as film speed, shutter speed, or aperture, which controls depth
of field. Once the photographer has set their primary exposure factor, the camera will automatically adjust other settings to provide an
image with correct exposure. Regarding automatic exposure, participants primarily emphasized the application of the aperture priority setting. Participants described that, by setting the camera to automatic aperture priority, the photographer automatically achieves the
desired depth of field, with other exposure factors being automatically adjusted accordingly.
Automatic and Touch Screen Apps for Focus, Light, Exposure, and
Depth of Field
Similar to many camera phone applications, six participants discussed the use of automatic touch screen applications that allow the
individual to identify the target element they want to be well lit and
in focus. In addition, camera applications such as portrait mode may
also be used to set depth of field. The use of touch screen applications
was distinctly discussed by one visual artist, stating:
Stick your finger on it, if it’s your phone, or whatever it
makes it in focus. The other thing that I think is maybe almost as important is that it must have light on it, so it’s
clearly readable, whereas the unimportant things can fall
into shadow or darkness. And in fact, new iPhones do amazing things, like portrait mode and stuff is really incredible.
Furthermore, one participant noted the use of high dynamic range
exposure, which commonly accompanies photographic applications.
High dynamic range exposure settings are helpful for limiting the possibility that nonfocal items will be too bright and appear washed out
within the scene. For instance, one participant described,
You’re photographing the building, and so the face of the
building is in shadow and the sky around it’s really bright.
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High dynamic range will sort of automatically take multiple
exposures, one for sort of the exposure for the sky and one
for the face of the building and digitally combine those so
that you have detail in both the sky and the building. That
can be useful.
4 and 4.6k Cameras and Post Image Editing
While these applications require processing of the image after capture, limiting their applicability to a just-in-time setting, four individuals noted the role of photograph editing in supporting the application of compositional principles after the photograph is taken. For
instance, a range of image manipulations such as cropping image to
fit structural principles, changing the image’s focal point, and object
removal may be achieved post editing. Furthermore, 4 and 4.6k cameras allow for detailed images, allowing for a range of image manipulations after taking the photograph; as one participant stated,
You can shoot an entire scene using 4.6k and then go into
postproduction … thinking about a child with you know in
braces and a physical therapist trying to figure out what’s
hurting and how can we help … if you shot it in 4k then you
could fix it in a computer and you could zoom in and you’re
not having to reshoot or stress a child out for example by trying to hold them steady to get a close up or to get whatever.
You can just shoot it in 4k and then then then the physical
therapist will just have to learn a little bit about Adobe premiere [laughter] to be able to really to learn how to zoom
and pan.

Discussion
As with visual processing demands, there are clear principles that can
inform decision making. People can be taught how to capture more
powerful photos through principles photographers use to tell effective stories, depending on the situation and their objectives. If retrospectively people can make judgments about whether or not a photo
is good, then a review of the principles used to draw such conclusions
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can help people take better photos in the future. The goal is not to take
perfect photos but to take a moment to consider whether a photo will
have the maximum desired impact.
Through this study, participants identified the following issues related to complexity and cohesion in photos: (a) factors that increase
complexity and decrease cohesion, (b) impact on the viewer, (c) strategies to optimize, and (d) strategies to support quick application in
a just-in-time setting. In the following sections, an overview of each
theme is provided, along with recommendations for clinical practice
(see Table 3), AAC development (see Table 4), and photographic illustrations demonstrating the application of compositional principles
(see Figures 1–4).
Factors Increasing Image Complexity, Decreasing Cohesion, and
Impacts on the Viewer
A VSD should quickly and intuitively represent an event so that communication around that event can take place. If the VSD is too complex, it can be difficult to find the desired item to express a message.
Furthermore, there may be uncertainty about what hotspot might best
convey an idea. Such complex scenes in VSD are best avoided. The current study supports some previous findings but also adds some caveats when a scene rather than a single image is involved. Based on
study findings, a complex scene may have the following challenges:
(a) It incorporates minimal or nonpurposeful use of composition saliency principles; (b) it lacks a unifying theme, context, or consistency; and (c) it lacks complete depiction of elements. High cohesion
in some areas may mitigate challenges related to complexity. This is
particularly important when not all aspects of a scene are under the
photographer’s direct control. The intersection of study findings helps
provide more nuance to previous investigations aimed at investigating a single aspect such as number or arrangement of color in isolation. For example, our results support previous findings from O’Neil
et al. (2019) that the number of objects in an image alone does not in
itself guarantee increased complexity as the viewer already possessing an image schema/framework. Due to this schema, the viewer does
not have to identify and interpret all scene elements to understand
scene meaning. In fact, the inclusion of relevant elements may actually
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Table 3. Compositional recommendations for lowering visual scene display complexity and
examples.
Subtheme

Figure(s) Strategy for implementation

Use of contrast (light/dark and color)
2, 4
a. Attempt to make focal elements in the scene brighter 		
			
than other scene elements and limit harsh contrasts 		
			
by using soft lighting and automatic camera settings.
		
b. Try to make focal items the most vivid color, using 		
			
natural color contrasts. However, be cautious of color
			
saturation and complimentary color contrasts.
Structural principles
2, 3, 4
a. Possibly consider central composition for more simplistic 		
			
scenes and smaller screens. Also, consider rule of thirds		
		
or spiral composition guides to making simple images
			
more engaging, support organization of an increased
			
number of elements, and larger display screens. For
			
images with increased time for composition, one may
			
also wish to consider arranging items along implied 		
			
triangular lines to increase structure and use overlay
			
guides, as possible.
		
b. Try to avoid items on the edge of the image to limit cutoff,
			
using an edge guide as available.
Shape and space
2, 3, 4
a. Try to provide space around elements to increase object 		
			
identification through whole shape.
Leading line
1, 2, 3, 4 b. Consider using real and implied lines (e.g., natural line,
			
individuals implied gaze during task engagement,
			
individual’s movement direction) to point toward focal
			
elements and draw the viewer into the scene/frame.
Scale
2, 4
a. Place the focal element(s) in the foreground, when possible,
			
and consider filling the frame with the activity/focal
			
objects, leaving some space for context.
Focus
2, 4
a. Try to ensure the focal elements are in focus. Consider
			
using a shallow depth of field to blur nonfocal items
			
but still provide some context. Use automatic camera
			
settings, as available.
In focus and lit facial features

1

a. Try to have facial features well lit to support engagement.

Not distorting reality to support
2, 3
a. Try to support an individual’s scene schema by (a) keeping
consistency with the viewer’s 			
items in the scene, especially those in the search area,
image schema and support 			
semantically congruent and supporting scene context;
interpretation of meaning 			
(b) taking the image from the perspective (e.g., height)
			
of the individual reading the image; (c) not taking
			
images from an offset angle; and (d) including familiar
			
objects, locations, and meaningful engagements. When
			
possible, use a lens that best represents how the eye
			
sees (e.g., 50–85 mm).
		
b. Consider limiting/simplifying the number of objects,
			
background patterns, and/or colors only if they are
			
highly salient/drawing and individuals focus away from
			
focal element(s) or do not support context.
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Table 4. Recommendations and considerations for augmentative and alternative
communication development to facilitate visual scene display image capture.
Providing overlay options, which include rule of thirds, spiral line, and edge guides to help
for the application of quick application of structural compositional principles.
Provide automatic settings, similar to many phone applications, that allow the photographer to quickly identify item(s) within the scene which should be (a) the lightest and
(b) in focus, as well as allowing for manipulation of depth of field.
Provide automatic high dynamic range exposure options to decrease distracting areas of
brightness and high contrast by providing an even exposure.

Provide intuitive applications for post capture photo editing for use as needed (e.g., light
and color contrast, depth of field, structural composition), possibly including 4–4.6k
options.
Use of lenses that best reflect how the eyes see nature, such as a 50- to 85-mm lens or
equivalent.

facilitate scene processing (Wilkinson et al., 2012). The nuance added
by the current finding is that it is plausible that increasing the number
of elements in an image may contribute to scene complexity if compositional considerations are not considered. For instance, if nonrelevant elements in the scene are the most salient (e.g., the brightest),
these nonfocal elements may draw the viewers’ attention, causing increased distraction. The consistency of objects in the scene is also a
factor. Existing research indicates that inconsistent scene objects may
draw attention and are harder to identify than expected items (Wu
et al., 2014). Thus, if included element(s) are not semantically relevant to the scene or support context, these objects may cause distraction and contradict the viewer’s image schema, increasing complexity.
Therefore, while in general the number of scene elements alone does
not appear to impact image complexity, when possible, some consideration to the type of element(s) included in the scene and how they
are composed may be beneficial.
Study findings related to whole versus partial objects can also be
considered in regard to scene composition. Light and Drager (2007)
reported that children commonly depict concepts that are grounded
in context, using whole shapes and rarely incorporating isolated body
parts or events. Therefore, it may be helpful in a scene to consider the
number of overlapping/incomplete shapes and their location within
the image. If multiple elements are presented in an overlapping fashion, these partial objects may become difficult to interpret and create
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Figure 4. Images of a child during pool play with mom. Images of a child during pool
play with mom, indicating positive (left) and negative (right) use of composition
principles. Selected positive compositional principles (left) include (a) vivid color
on focal element and (b) a slightly blurred background that still provides enough information for context, (c) filling the frame with activity but leaving space for context, and (d) central composition. Selected negative compositional principles (right)
include (a) similar colors (blue) in close proximity; (b) eye gaze leading out of image without task engagement, as illustrated by the white arrow; and (c) cutoff individual on the edge of frame. The positive image (left) may be achieved by choosing a different swimming outfit and ensuring the communication partner is more
fully in the frame.

abstract shapes that are difficult to identify. Furthermore, if focal objects are cut off by the frame of the scene, such as a person is half in
and half out of the photograph, the cutoff shape may draw the viewer
out of the image, lowering the photograph’s level of visual communication. There remains nuance when considering the interaction of
objects and the overall scene, however. For example, edge-of-frame
items that remain recognizable and contribute to context may impact
complexity less than focal objects or incomplete objects that have become abstract due to cutoff. For instance, if the tip of an individual’s
hair is cut off by the frame, the scene still likely provides enough information for the viewer to recognize the individual and understand
their context and role in the depicted activity. However, if the frame
cuts off the depicted individual midface, they can become less recognizable, which may decrease image context and visual communication (see Figure 4).
Finally, our findings support the notion that a lack of focus or too
much image blurring may decrease available context, making the photograph parallel line–drawn symbols commonly seen on AAC devices
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where the image is about an object versus a contextual event. Therefore, while image blurring may help support attention to focal scene
elements, too much blurring may increase cognitive demands for the
individual using AAC (Thiessen et al., 2016).
Person-Centered Factors
Beyond saliency and meaning, it is important to consider image
complexity; how the individual reacts to complex images may vary
depending upon person-centered factors. For instance, one participant described that a video game cover may be complex for an individual without a background in gaming or understanding of game
content. However, the image may be simple to understand if the individual has background experience with the image style (e.g., use of
a range of vibrant colors, characters). In a similar manner, individuals viewing complex images may experience increased levels of effort,
fatigue, and frustration associated with difficulty understanding the
image. This increased level of effort may ultimately mean the individual becomes disengaged with the image. However, if the viewer is interested and motivated to engage with the image, these negative effects may be minimized, and engagement may remain. For instance,
a “Where’s Waldo?” image incorporates many of the discussed factors
that makes an image complex. However, “Where’s Waldo?” fans may
ultimately remain engaged and receive enjoyment from viewing the
complex images. Therefore, while this study presents an initial framework for understanding factors contributing to image complexity, discussed factors may impact the viewer differently.
Composition Strategies to Decrease Image Complexity and Increase Cohesion
Study findings provide a framework for understanding how composition strategies such as contrast, structure, shape and space, line,
and focus may decrease image complexity and increase cohesion,
along with providing considerations for supporting the viewer’s image schema. These findings are consistent with prior multidisciplinary
works identifying principles behind how to take a good photograph
(e.g., Uzun et al., 2014), factors impacting visual search in an item
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array (Heuer & Hallowell, 2007), and current research on VSD design.
However, our results extend compositional considerations to VSDs. In
further detail, to create implied lines within the image that support attention to focal objects, study findings continue to support the use of
human figures and faces within VSDs (Wilkinson & Light, 2011) that
are task-engaged versus looking at the camera (Thiessen et al., 2014,
2016, 2017) or another direction leading out of the frame. In addition,
as it is well documented that human figures draw our attention (Wu
et al., 2014), facial features in images should be well lit. However,
following an individual’s gaze or point requires joint attention skills
(Wilkinson et al., 2012). Therefore, the use of implied line in images
for those with limited or emerging joint attention requires further
consideration. In a similar manner, experts also discussed that lines
flowing in the direction an individual reads (i.e., left to right for Americans) may help draw people into the scene, but the application of this
principle to those with limited to emerging literacy skills is unclear.
For grid designs, another factor that may help the individual using AAC to identify their target element is grouping by internal color
(e.g., Wilkinson et al., 2008) and use of space (Light, Wilkinson, et
al., 2019). Scenes by nature include multiple items. However, paralleling the work of Light, Wilkinson, et al., 2019, providing space
around scene objects may limit overlap, supporting depiction of whole
shapes and possibly supporting VSD success. In regard to color, it is
well known that color draws our attention in scenes (Wolfe & Horowitz, 2017). However, while not largely discussed by participants, how
color grouping may impact visual scene requires further consideration
as scene elements are generally not as isolated as those in a grid format. For instance, it is possible that multiple overlapping objects of
the same shade and color may hinder object recognition by making it
harder for the viewer to distinguish different whole objects. In contrast, color grouping may help support an individual’s learning of color
associations and provide balanced images. Therefore, more research
is needed into how internal color grouping impacts VSD complexity.
Avenues to support consistency with the viewer’s image schema
were also highlighted by our experts to support interpretation of
meaning. Similar to McKelvey et al. (2010), study findings continue to
support the use of familiar/ personally relevant objects and meaningful engagements to help draw the viewers’ attention to focal elements
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and support understanding of scene meaning. Furthermore, experts
noted that taking the image from the perspective (e.g., height level) of
the viewer may help the individual connect with the scene and lower
visuospatial demands, possibly as objects may be more difficult to
identify when shown from an unfamiliar perspective (Heuer & Hallowell, 2007). However, when capturing an image from the perspective of
the viewer, existing research (e.g., Wilkinson et al., 2012) would indicate ensuring important people, including the individual with complex
communication needs, remain included in the image, as appropriate.
Furthermore, study findings highlight a range of structural principles such as central arrangement, rule of thirds, the Fibonacci spiral,
and triangular arrangement, with the rule of thirds and the Fibonacci
spiral possibly providing an engaging framework for arranging scene
objects in comparison to centrally arranged displays. Structural principles as they relate to taking photos for VSD purposes are provided
in Table 3, though further research is required to fully elucidate their
role in VSD design for those with complex communication needs.
Clinical Applications and Considerations
VSDs can be captured in the moment to provide opportunities for
communication. The findings from this study can be used to guide the
models used for instructing parents, caregivers, and clinicians who
are learning to use VSDs and guide future upgrades to help high-quality photos be taken with minimal effort. In terms of instruction, care
should be taken not to overwhelm those new to making VSDs. Lengthy
discussions about composition with parents and caregivers are not
the goals of the current study. Instead, the models used for parents
by educators, researchers, and technology developers should be carefully constructed to present maximally powerful images. Additionally, quick tips and examples, as shown through Table 3, can help individuals develop a photographer’s eye for scenes. Furthermore, any
premade VSDs used as examples or ways to get started should consider how to provide images with good composition strategies, as described. Clinical considerations for how compositional principles can
be applied to help limit VSD complexity are outlined in Table 3, with
study findings supporting existing practices for VSD design and providing new directions for clinical consideration and research.
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Considering compositional strategies as a toolbox for lowering complexity is especially important for capturing images in a just-in-time
setting, and their application may help support just-in-time use of
VSDs. For instance, Holyfield et al. (2019) recently provided guidelines for just-in-time programming VSDs for beginning communicators. In this article, their first three steps are to contextualize the interaction, capture engaging moments, and map vocabulary. Each of
these important programming steps may be enhanced through considerations discussed in this article. Specifically, this study has outlined
factors impacting context, and following, the authors further discuss
strategies for promoting the quick application of compositional strategies for capturing important moments.
Regarding the application of compositional strategies, it should be
considered that, in a just-in-time setting, the photographer will have
minimal ability to manipulate scene content or consider a large number of compositional principles. However, it may be reassuring for
someone to avoid worrying about cleaning up a room or the background when they can emphasize focal elements in a scene by minimizing any lines leading attention elsewhere. There may also be times
when a parent or caregiver consults with a speech-language pathologist and there is more time to plan and design a VSD. In those cases,
maximizing effectiveness could be worth a little extra time. Finally,
if a team is noticing that a child is having difficulty using a VSD (i.e.,
appears to be staring at the display but not activating anything or is
not engaging with the scene at all), then considering the composition
of the display could be a useful troubleshooting tactic. Ultimately, the
photographer should balance the feasibility of applying these principles, with available automatic camera supports, to capture the best
image in a given situation.
For just-in-time application, the consideration of automatic camera settings and frame guides to “do the work” becomes increasingly
important for capturing photographs that incorporate compositional
principles. Our findings identified a number of avenues that may support the quick implementation of compositional strategies through automatic camera options. These automatic options included automatic
frames (e.g., indicating the area close to the edge of the frame) and
grid lines (for quick application of structural principles such as rule
of thirds), along with automatic camera settings, such as (a) aperture
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priority for controlling image blurring/depth of field and (b) touch
screen applications, similar to those available on cell phone cameras,
which allow for quick adjustments in light, focus, and depth of field,
along with helping provide more “even” exposures through high dynamic range exposures. Furthermore, participants discussed post image editing as an option to support photographic composition. Therefore, to allow for the application of these automatic photographic
supports, AAC and software developers may wish to provide the identified automatic camera options to be available when capturing photographs for VSD use. Recommendations and considerations for AAC development are provided in Table 4. Finally, capturing cohesive scenes
with a clear unifying theme may help programmers to match scene
meanings to relevant vocabulary.

Limitations
Several limitations should be considered in regard to study findings.
In more detail, the study included a limited sample size of composition experts, with only one having prior experience with individuals
who have complex communication needs. Therefore, this lack of experience with those who have complex communication needs may mean
their perspectives may be largely based on compositional impacts for
neurotypical viewers and may have limited their ability to generalize their expertise. Finally, this investigation did not include the perspectives of those who use AAC and their support network, which is
an important step in informing VSD design and use.

Future Directions
While the data provided through this investigation provide insights
into photographic composition, further research is required to understand the impacts of composition principles on individuals with complex communication needs and explore the perspectives of individuals who use AAC and their support network. For instance, to establish
the impact of identified compositional strategies, investigations utilizing quantitative methodologies such as reaction time (e.g., Thistle
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& Wilkinson, 2009) and eye-tracking techniques (e.g., Wilkinson &
Light, 2011), especially during VSD use by those with complex communication needs, may help elucidate how compositional principles
impact the viewers’ attention and ability to identify focal elements.
Utilization of VSD tasks is an important component to understanding
the impacts of composition on VSD use by those with complex communication needs. The use of actual VSD-based tasks is important, as
processing of salient (bottom-up) scene features may be influenced by
the goal of the search task. For instance, Wolfe and Horowitz (2017)
note that it is not task efficient to first attend to all the bright, colorful, and shiny objects in a scene if your task is to locate a cat. Consideration also must be given to differentiate how changes in individuals’ visual attention patterns relate to improved comprehension of
scene items. Furthermore, by considering how compositional strategies may be applied to increase scene cohesion, future research may
consider how to best map scenes to corresponding vocabulary, especially for programming single words or phrases.
Considering display designs for AAC systems utilizing scenes, this
study has only focused on static photographic images. However, it is
plausible that the compositional considerations may also be applied
to drawn symbol sets, such as those outlined by Worah et al. (2015),
and video VSDs (e.g., Babb et al., 2020) to support visual communication for a range of image mediums. Furthermore, considering the AAC
interface as a whole, factors such as the inclusion of text and a navigation bar may also contribute to the overall complexity of a VSD interface. For instance, placing the navigation bar at the top of the display in proximity to those included in the VSD may promote attention
VSDs (O’Neil et al., 2019). Thus, whether the application of the discussed compositional factors may help provide guidance on design of
the full VSD interface, which may include navigation bars, and text requires further consideration. For example, having the navigation bar
increase in luminosity when attended to by the individual using AAC
may help support attention via light contrast.
Thinking beyond commercial displays and access technologies, as
AAC progresses to consider virtual and augmented reality, how the
compositional strategies discussed within this study may be applied to
360° and frameless environments may provide guidelines for considering the design of new interfaces. Furthermore, some brain– computer
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interface-based methods for AAC (BCI-AAC) access require the individual to focus their attention on communication items in the AAC
display (Brumberg et al., 2018). Therefore, how compositional factors may support an individual’s attention to key scene elements during BCI-AAC presentation may help support outcomes. Finally, in parallel to scanning-based AAC access, some BCI-AAC techniques require
communication items to be highlighted (Pitt, Brumberg, Bumison, et
al., 2019; Pitt, Brumberg, & Pitt, 2019). Therefore, exploring how visual composition can be applied to support visual attention to highlighted scene elements may bolster VSD-related outcomes for scanning-based (McCarthy et al., 2018) and BCI-AAC techniques.
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Supplemental Material S1. Semistructured interview guide.
Begin with a general discussion of AAC and visual scene displays based on the provided
presentation sent out. Ensure the participant does not have any further questions.
Question 1: Previously, complexity in relation to AAC grid displays/ symbols has been defined
as the number of elements that make up an individual symbol or the number of symbols in the
array (e.g., number of strokes/lines required to produce a symbol, greater number of symbols in
an array). From your perspective, what factors contribute to scene complexity and what makes a
scene difficult to understand?
Question 2: In general, how do you think image complexity may impact the viewer?
Question 3: The visual cognitive science has discussed the importance of using faces/human
figures and meaningful interactions in VSDs to support engagement and use. How can
composition guidelines be used to emphasize these key scene elements, and decrease image
complexity/distraction?
Question 4: Now I want to talk specifically about the use of color in scenes. How can the
principles of composition maximize color to highlight focal points, and decrease image
complexity/distraction?
Question 5: What camera settings could be used to emphasize these compositional elements
quickly and automatically?
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Supplemental Material S2. Codebook.

Theme 1: Factors increasing photographic image complexity and decreasing
cohesion: Describes factors that make an image difficult to understand, by
hindering an individual’s ability to identify key focal elements, and interpret
scene meaning
Subtheme 1.1: Saliency principles are not used purposefully: Describes the impact of minimal or nonpurposeful use of composition principles related to saliency (color, contrast, line, shape) that when applied
may help an object stand out from the background. Non-purposeful use of salient factors may make focal
points difficult to identify, cause distraction by placing emphasis on non-relevant items in the scene,
ultimately making the image more complex, and less readable. Participant may generally note that images
may benefit from the use of compositional strategies when discussing complexity.
Code
Definition
Example Data
“Even lighting, that is sort of the
Equal brightness or too much -An image with equal value and
same over the whole scene gives
shadow
brightness will be very complex as
everything equal importance, so it
nothing will “stand out.”
makes that more complex,
-An image with too much shadow will
potentially.”
be very complex and may draw our
attention to the shadows.
“Light can um, we can have over
-We can also consider that if you
exposed photographs where your
arrange the scene so that you aren’t
highlights are blown out, and in that
wondering if the information in the
case we start to lose information in
shadow is essential, it may limit the
the highlights. Um, in contrast,
impact on complexity.

something that doesn’t have enough
light can be under exposed and
suddenly you’ve lost information in
the shadows.”

Similar colors in proximity or
lack of color pattern

1

-When there is a lack of discernable
color pattern, the image becomes
chaotic.
-Colors that are analogous, equal in
brightness, such that the image is
mostly made of similar shades of one
color and intensity can make the
viewer rely more on lines to distinguish
objects, possibly increasing complexity.
-If the features of the image are
difficult to distinguish, the viewer will
struggle to identify them and that will
be distracting.
-Images that have both light and rich
shades of color that the viewer needs

“Let’s say that we've got a
photograph that shows a bunch of
kale next to some romaine lettuce
next to maybe some broccoli. And
we’ve got all these green objects.
There’s not going to be anything that
stands out because green does not
help us isolate what we’re looking at,
even different shades of green really
don’t help us.”
“I don't know if you've been to Times
Square but it's like the perfect
example. [laughter] It’s super
saturated with colors coming at you
from everywhere.”
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Equal depth or items all at
various depths

Equal focus or lack of focus

Lines in varying directions
not emphasizing focal
object(s)

to process will result in a distracting
color relationship.
-People who are color blind will
struggle with distinguishing colors, or
some may perceive colors differently,
possibly making images more complex.
-When all items in an image are at an
equal depth, like a police lineup it is
difficult to identify the most important
items.
-When all items in an image are at
different depths, it is very distracting
and difficult to comprehend the item of
focus.

-An image where everything is in focus
and of equal sharpness it is more
difficult to identify the important
elements, possibly making it more
complex.
-A photo where the camera was not in
focus/nothing is clear may also
increase complexity.
-Strong lines (e.g., formed by a bridge,
road) in multiple directions that do not
lead the viewer to important elements,
or draw the viewer out of the frame
can create distractions.

“Yeah lineups are confusing. I mean,
if that's what you're trying to get
across is there's lots of stuff and it's
all equally important than a lineup is
what you do for that in my head.”
“I mean if things are at different, at
different depths, you know, different
distances from the camera, that’s
going to potentially make it more
complex.”
“The idea of focus, so if everything is
equally sharp, everything is equally
important.”

“If there are a lot of different kinds of
lines, lines going in different
directions that cross each other. You
know, of course, that’s going to be
more complex.”
“Right, no leading lines, no lines
leading your eye along the image.”

A lack of image structure

-A lack of structure (e.g., no order,
chaotic) in an image can make
understanding the image more difficult
and thus more complex.

“Because we don't know how to read
that image right, we're kind of,
there's nothing guided us either
through the composition or through
form or Rule of Thirds, or kind of that
idea of guiding through.”

Subtheme 1.2: A unifying theme, context or consistency with one’s image schema is incomplete or
missing: Describes factors that contradict an individual’s world knowledge and expectations (schema) for
these scene, or impact their interpretation of scene context and meaning. Participants can generally discuss
the role of meaning for visual communication, for instance, is the picture trying to tell a contextual story, or
just highlighting one specific object or symbol.
Too little depth of field/too
-Limited depth of field or excessive blur “One is that it depends on the
amount of blur. If, if I can still
much blur
causes the image to lose context,
2
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decreasing understanding of meaning
beyond just the object/symbol itself.

determine that what is around that
orange are food items and a tray on a
lunch table then my imagination will
make up the rest of the scene. So, I
can identify that, okay, this is an
orange on the table, but I'm still
focused on the orange. The things
around it still have context, give
context to place for the orange. Um,
if it’s slightly blurred, the orange
stands out. If it’s completely blurred
and we can’t really understand, we
lose. If it’s so blurred that we’ve lost
the context, yeah, at that point it is
truly about the orange, and not the
orange at lunch time. Right?”

Objects are not semantically
congruent, and do not
support context, especially in
the search area.

-When nonsemantic (unexpected)
items are present in the scene or
expected items are in an incorrect
location it can cause distraction and
confusion. We are drawn to unique
items.

“That if you're placing something
within a context that doesn't match
the normal context that that person
might understand that image, it
becomes more difficult.”

Foreground and focal
elements are distracting do
not support context or
understanding

-Foreground and focal elements are
distracting and do not support context
and understanding. For instance,
emphasis (e.g., light, large amounts of
detail) are placed on non-essential
elements, drawing the viewers’
attention.

Distorted reality [e.g., lines
look curved or slanted,
unnatural color balance/
saturation]

-Lines can be distorted by
photographing at angles or tilting the
camera/frame
-Unnatural or non-accurate colors
increase complexity and over
saturated/ bright aggressive color can
make things seem, “unreal” increasing
complexity.
-Color may be distorted by lighting
source (e.g., fluorescent lighting)
changing color balance.
-Lenses can be used to distort reality
(e.g., 50mm lenses make images most

“Eyes, you know, go to the bright
points on the screen. But if there are
too many bright points or the bright
points aren't meaningful that can be
kind of like exhausting. Um, when
you're looking at a prepared image,
you're kind of trusting that this thing
has been crafted for you to navigate
it. And that's not always done
intuitively.”
“I mean I think especially if you're
trying to relate it to something in the
real worlds, if the color balance is
really off, it might not look like the
same object.”
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“But the more lens distortion and,
you know, the more angles that
you're taking things at, you know,
even when like you're looking down
on something you can distort those
angles.”
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The image depicts something
complex in itself

like human perception, 12mm lenses
bend lines, and 200mm lenses create
poor depth)
-The meaning of the image itself is
complex such as when there is an
interaction in the image.

“To me, scenes become complex, as
the meaning becomes lost or as the
meaning itself becomes more
complex.”

Subtheme 1.3: The number and completeness of elements: Describes how the number of elements can
impact scene complexity, and how if whole elements are not depicted, overlapping and cut off shapes may
increase the abstractness of the image.
“Um, I agree that, you know,
Increased number of
-Discusses the interplay between how
obviously the more objects within the
elements may increase
the number of objects on complexity
frame, that is a part of complexity. I
complexity if saliency and
may be offset if organization/
think there are ways that even with
meaning composition
composition principles are used (e.g.,
multiple objects that you can
principles are not
focal elements are the brightest).
organize it visually to make it less
considered.
-Notes that increased number of
complex.”
objects/visual information may
increase complexity
“So you could theoretically have a
-However, if those objects all relate to
picture of like a basement playroom
the semantic meaning of the image and that has a million different objects
are well integrated to the image using
that we might, in theory, think are in
some way complex. But they're not
compositional principles, the increase
actually, because they're all kind of
in complexity may be mediated.
consistent, and they make sense
-Additionally, the rule of thirds and
together, and they’re where they
spiral line principles may further help
should be. “
to limit the complexity of images with
many objects.
Multiple overlapping shapes, -Multiple overlapping items and cut off “The amount of visual information in
an image definitely determines
and cut off shapes may
shapes can decrease whole shape
complexity. The more a viewer has to
increase abstractness,
recognition, making element(s) seem
search through a photograph trying
possibly drawing us out of
abstract in shape, and possibly
the frame and decreasing
unidentifiable, meaning pareidolia may to isolate individual elements that’s
when things become too complex
context
occur, and objects can be “lost” and
decreasing context. This also applies to often times and there’s a bit of visual
objects on the edge of a frame that are overload. Um, at least that’s what
cut off. A viewer may fixate on a cut off I’ve found with my students. The
object attempting to identify it and will relationship between objects adds to
that, not just the number of objects,
be drawn out of the frame.
but how close those objects are
-Some considerations include that
together.”
many individuals are developing
improved abilities to consume visual
images through a compressed frame
(e.g., cell phones) we may be becoming
less sensitive to crowding.
4
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Subtheme 1.4: Age, cognition, environment, and interests can potentially compound complexity: Describes
how person-centered factors such as an individual’s age and perspective, and interests may impact the level
of image complexity
“That's kind of hard to put into words
Person centered factors may -The individual’s cognitive processing,
because everybody might be
influence perceived
culture, age, and interest level may
different depending on their
complexity
impact how complex they perceive a
cognition or how they're responding
given image.
to that image.”
- The interface may be adapted (e.g.,
less to more complex) overtime as the
individual learns navigation.
-Consider that some may related to
object differently, for instance,
culturally, some items may be out of
context of semantically inconsistent for
different cultures, so customization
and the viewers culture is important to
consider.

Theme 2: How complexity may impact the viewer: Describes the effect that a
complex image can have on the viewing individual
Subtheme 2.1: Complexity decreases accessibility and increases difficulty in understanding image content:
Describes how increased image complexity may decrease the efficiency/ease in which visual communication
exchanges takes place though an image, making the image less accessible and more difficult to understand.
Participant may generally note that the use of compositional strategies may decrease negative impacts on
the viewer and increase accessibility.
“Just comes down to like some visual
Visual overload, confusion,
-An individual may experience visual
loss of objects and context
confusion, especially as objects get lost confusion or something getting lost
kind of in the complexity, where like
in the image, and overload may occur
you might be looking for one element
due to increased amounts of small
detail that may become overwhelming. and it’s sort of lost in the
Increased fatigue, effort,
stress, strain and frustration

Decreased engagement
[person may give up] and
increased distraction
5

-Individual indicates they may feel
fatigued, stressed, strained, anxious
confused, or frustrated when viewing
complex images or visual displays.
-Participant notes that additional time,
energy, and cognitive resources may be
required in attempting to understand a
complex image, especially for
communication.
-Saturation may increase visual fatigue
and strain.
-Due to factors such as those outlined
above, a viewer of a complex image
may experience limited engagement,
become distracted or “pulled out” of

composition somewhere.”
“I absolutely think that the, the more
complexity we add to the image, the
more effort that has to be exerted by
the viewer.”

“There’s so much visual information
that it can be difficult to look at an
image for any length of time and
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the image, which may ultimately lead
to the individual “giving up” on the
complex image as their
attention/vigilance wanes.

Increased time to understand -More time is required to understand a
complex image which is a concern for
communication scenarios.
More difficult to select items -Items will be more difficult to select or
on device if close together
touch on a visual scene display if they
are very close together or overlapping.

people will literally get visual
overload and walk away.”
“And then eventually, you don't want
to try anymore because Waldo,
completely, to your knowledge is not
in that picture, whether he’s
supposed to be or not.”
“It takes longer and then also there's
like a stress level, honestly.”
“I mean, uh, especially with
overlapping, I would imagine, just in
terms of, like, whether it's touch or I
could see there being like, if you, you
know, have trouble hitting exactly
where the touch and even in
organized programming, where the
touch is like being able to separate
them out clearly so that they aren't
overlapping too much where the sort
of hot spots are separated enough to
be effective.”

Subtheme 2.2: Complexity may be mitigated when a user’s interests are activated: Describes the “bigger
picture” in that person-centered factors such as motivation, background and interest, can impact their
reaction to complex images (e.g., a Where’s Waldo? fan may be prepared to engage in a complex image,
and thus stay engaged in the complex cartoon image for longer than a non-fan).
“My gut is that there would be other
How a complex image
-Viewer interest, situation,
factors at play which would, would
impacts the viewer is
background, experience, and
have bearing on it. So in other words,
influenced by person
motivation may impact response to a
if the image is aesthetically pleasing
centered factors such as
complex image, and what the viewer
or something that is of interest to
motivation, incentive,
connects with.
the, to the viewer, I think that would
background and interests
-Our response to images is influenced
have a greater amount of impact
by our experiences, culture, and
than the complexity itself.”
motivation to comprehend image
meaning and content.
“I also think culture and well, you
know, culture, style, and age kind of
dictate what you are going to be
enjoying or what you connect with,
um.”
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Theme 3: Composition strategies to decrease photographic image complexity
and increase cohesion: Describes composition strategies that may help
decrease image complexity and distraction, and increase visual
communication
Subtheme 3.1: Composition is not a one size fits all approach; composition principles provide a toolbox to
support photographic communication: Describes that multiple compositional strategies are available and
may be employed differentially depending upon an individual, situation, or communicative intent of the
image.
“Yeah, there are some like famous
Composition is not a one size -While composition strategies provide
quotes like from Edward Weston, a
fits all approach; composition a general guide for image design,
famous photographer, who said
principles provide a toolbox
strategies should be considered for
there is no recipe for composition,
to support photographic
application on an individual basis,
every subject demands its own
communication
depending upon factors such as the
solution kind of thing.”
communicative intent of the image,
and the individual (e.g., needs,
“Because of that as you're thinking
oculomotor skills).
about like individual differences,
-It is best to see the composition
person to person, it may even be the
principles discussed as a toolbox which case that if you have people that are
can be appropriately applied to each
like greater difficulty like looking up
photo or scene developed for
and down type thing, you would have
to structure things almost along like a
communicative purposes.
specific horizontal like plane, and
doing that would make it easier for
them to get to places that they need
to be.”

Subtheme 3.2: Use of contrast (light and dark): Describes the use of light and dark contrast to draw our
attention to focal scene elements
Bright focal objects attention -A well-lit (bright) focal object creates a “The important objects are well lit
and contrast creates bolded
contrast with the background (due to a and things that are not important are
more in the shadows that will make
line around object helping it
value difference), that attracts our
to stand out from the
attention, creates a natural bolded line it, that will help simplify what we’re
looking at and what our gaze is
background
or rim around the object, and helps it
drawn to. Um, because we tend to
stand out from the background. Soft
look at the brightest things first.”
lighting may be used to limit harsh
contrast.
Subtheme 3.3: Use of contrast (color): Describes the use of contrasting colors to draw our attention to focal
scene elements
“Color contrast is huge. And when we
Most vivid color on focal
-The most vivid color in the scene will
object draws attention, but
draw the most attention, therefore the talk about, when we talk about films
consideration needs to
use of this technique may be applied to that have any sort of budget. There's,
there's ridiculous amounts of
be given to use of saturation the focal element to draw attention.
-May discuss that color brightness may attention paid to color palettes
within a frame. Um, the wardrobe
also be impacted by light.

choices, what those mean. If there's a
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-We need to be cautious utilizing
excessive color saturation, especially as
it can make things seem unnatural.

Bright and complimentary
color pairings draw attention
but may cause fatigue.

-Bright and complementary color
pairings (e.g., blue/orange,
yellow/violet, green/red) will draw the
eye but may be more fatiguing.

character that needs to stand out, no
matter what everybody else's
wardrobe choice is, you know, that
character is going to have a
contrasting palette of, of color to call
attention to them.”
“They're just trying to pop over to the
other side of the color wheel from
the color that's input as a, as a way of
generating a contrast.”
“Highlighter yellow is really difficult
to look at for a long time. So,
sometimes you might want to even
tone down colors slightly, not
changing their color.”

Warmer colors, possibly on a
cooler background may
attract attention

-Warm colors (e.g., red, orange, yellow)
contrasted by a cool background (e.g.,
blue, green, violet) may draw
attention.

Use of natural color contrasts -The use of the natural color contrasts,
skin tones, for items is also preferable
to help the image be easier to read.
-Discusses color balance and how it can
be impacted by light source (e.g.,
natural versus fluorescent lighting).
-Discusses not using natural color
contrasts (e.g., black and white photo
with colored parts), may be less natural
for the viewer.
Grouping items by color may -Discussion about grouping colors,
assist with building
naturally occurring, could help with
associations and help with
building associations, and image
balance, but effects of color
balance, but overlapping colors of
grouping are unclear
similar tone and value may increase
complexity.
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“If you have two objects next to one
another and you have one that's a
warmer, warmer hue or warmer
color, and another one that's a cooler
color, even if they're the same size.
The warmer color will appear to pop
or come towards you, so there are
some optical illusions like that.”
“I think you can make a strong
argument for why you would keep
the color, because that might be the
color thing.”
“Yeah, because I just, I know,
especially if the color balance is really
off, it can really shift the perspective
of what's going on.”
“But if there's an opportunity, you
know, kind of like I said, just sort of
thinking about it as grouping things in
color, either in a way that's balanced
to sort of separate things that are the
same color that might make them
seem more similar, so you kind of
move one to the other side to kind of
create a color balance.”
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Subtheme 3.4: Structural principles: Describes the use of structural principles which help provide a guide for
the placement of scene elements in limiting complexity and increasing engagement.
“Yeah, I mean I think um, a lot of
Central composition is
-When the focal element is centered,
times when we center objects in the
simple, intuitive, and may be especially with balanced composition
better for smaller screens
on either side, the image may be easier frame, we tend to just immediately
go to them, or depending on the size
to read depending on the subject.
of how that’s spaced in the image.”
-Some find this format the most
intuitive and easier to comprehend on
small screens.
“Some people are fond of the rule of
Rule of thirds, Spiral line
-A rule of thirds composition may be
thirds or the golden mean with, you
[Fibonacci], and phi grids
more engaging for the viewer due to
know, kind of the Nautilus shell
may be more engaging and
the guiding eye effect.
better for larger screens
-It also may be better for larger screens where that image is coming around.
And we kind of focus where that
in which the viewer can process more
primary third is. So, I mean, there are
information.
there definitely are um,
-Understanding the math is not
compositional elements, or things
necessary for principle application.
that we can bring to kind of help

Arranging items along
implied triangular lines can
provide structure

Avoiding items on the edge
of the frame can decrease
distraction
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-Pyramid and triangle composition and
arrangement may take additional
thought while constructing the image.
-Triangle may be implied through line
and line of sight within the image, but
difficult for “on the go” photographs.

-Discusses that items placed on the
edge of a frame may be distracting, cut
off, and draw the viewer out of the
frame. Placing items within a ~10-20%
“safe zone” of the frame border may
reduce edge items.

guide that eye or help bring that
attention a little bit quicker into the
frame.”
“We might look at, you know, the
triangle has some sense of hierarchy
to it. Right. I mean, there's like using
that as a form or a shape.”
“Yeah, that is a very sort of Western
Renaissance ideal where you can,
where you can have a repetition of
sort of various shapes sort of help. I
think that it takes a really, a really
complex artist to sort of understand
those compositional strategies.”

“You know so if you’ve included
something that is a bright red color
and then it’s right in the corner of
your composition, that’s really going
to draw our eye out of the whole, of
the whole picture frame.”
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Subtheme 3.5: Shape and Space: Describes how the use of space, which may be used to help isolate focal
elements, and support whole shape recognition. Along with how contrasting shape can help draw attention.
Isolate focal objects with
-The shapes within an image and the
“If you have negative space around
negative space and avoid
space surrounding them determines
an object, it becomes much more
object overlap and cut off to how identifiable objects in an image
easy to identify.”
help support whole shape
are. We can make objects more
“I can’t emphasize enough any time
recognition and avoid
identifiable by providing negative space
that you can create negative space
abstract shape formation
around scene elements (e.g., limiting
around an object that is going to give
overlap of a toy on the edge of a rug)
preference to the object itself.”
to support whole object recognition. –
-Objects may be isolated using
background blur.
Viewers are drawn to
contrasting shapes

-Contrasting smooth and jagged shapes
or patterns such as with sharp angles
and smooth curves can draw the
viewer to the object that occurs less
frequently because it will stand out.

“So if we have a bunch of um, pointy
objects in a, in a scene right, like star
shapes and just shapes with jagged
edges and you know, this can create
a very complex scene, but then if we
have one object in that scene which
has smooth edges, a circle or an oval.
All of the sudden, identifying that
object in the midst of this very
otherwise complex scene becomes
much easier again, because of
contrast.”

Subtheme 3.6: Leading line toward focal object or into frame: Describes how the use of line can help guide
the viewers attention toward focal object. Considers the use of both real (e.g., a tree branch) and implied
(e.g., an individual’s gaze) line in directing the viewers’ attention to the focal object(s).
“But, you know, leading lines are
Leading horizontal, vertical
-Discuses use of line and how strong
huge, like what, you know what,
and diagonal lines may draw lines that point to focal objects can
what kind of a line, a road, a fence, a
our attention to focal
help draw the viewer to the focal
river, a tree branch. Can your, will
objects.
object and reduce distraction.
your eye lock on to and follow to
-Vignettes or frame within a frame
your, to your subject.”
strategy can create implied lines to
bring us into the image but may also
make an image more complex.
-Leading horizontal and vertical lines as
they may provide stability, and may be
more calming versus jagged lines.
“I think if there's a picture of a
People’s faces, eyes and
-Implied lines such as line of sight,
directionality [e.g., walking
directionality (English/America-English person, when you look at that
left to right] create an
typically read from left to right), can be picture, we follow the eyes of the
person.”
implied leading line, which
used to structure elements and draw
may be used to draw some
attention to focal elements. Unclear
“It's sort of along the lines of a
individual’s attention to focal about applications of implied eye lines leading line, I guess, you know you
want, they're leading you into the
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elements and draw their
attention into the scene.

to those with autism spectrum
disorders.

frame. If they're walking from left to
right and they’re, you want to place
them more to the left side of the
image. So that they're leading you
into where they're going.”

Subtheme 3.7: Scale: Describes how the use of scale can help guide viewers’ attention to focal objects
Larger scale items attract
-Large items will attract attention,
“We understand the importance
attention, unless just
unless they simply provide a backdrop
because it's usually the largest thing
providing context and
for context (e.g., a section of a river).
in the frame and it's usually the thing
background, but scale should Scale should “make sense,”, and not be that's clear, right it's sharp.”
remain natural
manipulated unnaturally.
Place focal elements closer in -Items that are most relevant for the
“Feel like layers, like for a
foreground
viewer should be in the foreground, as photography standpoint, layers as
the foreground contributes usefully to in depth of field may be more
context.
beneficial and so maybe you have,
-If an object is closer/more forward
I don’t know, three different sport
than others it can draw our attention.
things and you want the focus on
a baseball bat, then the baseball
bat should be in the front and all
the other balls behind it are
around it.”
“So, the best thing to do is if the
Being close up on the focal
-Mentions getting close up and filling
caregiver can understand to take a
object or activity, with
the frame with the focal object(s) or
close up of the cake where the cake
enough space for context
activity may help with scale, but also
is in focus and limit the background
sharpness.
noise.”
-One should still provide enough
negative space for relevant
information/context and readability.
-Other compositional factors (e.g., line)
be considered to draw attention to
focal object if not close up (e.g., a tree
in a field).
Subtheme 3.8: Focus: Describes focus, relating to both the focus/sharpness of the focal elements and it’s
background, can help lower visual complexity.
“In other words, if your object of
Shallow depth of field can
-It is relevant to consider blurring
help draw our attention to
background objects (by using a limited focus is, say, in the foreground, you
would take that in focus and your
foreground elements in
depth of field) may help the viewer
background may be blurred out so
focus, but enough
identify the focal object (in focus).
that the object in focus is what your
background information
-Contextual information in the
subject is so it's easier to pick out
should be retained for
background should be preserved, as
within that image.”
context.
background information plays an
important role in providing image
“Matter of fact, if you think of, if you
context.
think of objects that are out of focus,
having one type of texture and
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Objects of interest should be
in focus

-Discussions about texture, as blurring
the background also creates a texture
difference, with us being attracted to
scene elements that are in focus.

objects that are in focus as having a
different type of texture then then
the exact same, you know description
applies.”

-Focal objects contributing to image
meaning and context, especially those
in the foreground, should be sharp and
in focus.

“Our instincts typically are to find the
thing that’s in focus first and maybe
as an afterthought we might try to
figure out what is blurred, but the
first thing that we connect with is the
object that’s in focus.”

Subtheme 3.9: Facial features should be in focus and well lit: Describes how an individual’s facial features
should be well lit so they can be seen by the viewer.
Facial features should be in
-Discusses people/facial features
“We want to identify the elements of
focus and well lit
naturally draw our attention in images, a face. So, again this is where lighting
and we connect with them.
comes into play, the face needs to be
-We are also drawn to the mood of the well lit enough that we can see the
eyes the nose, and we can identify if
people in an image, which may play a
it’s you know. We start to look at
role in how the individual responds to
things like gender. We look at things
the image (e.g., happy or sad).
especially like mood.”
-When people are included, they
should be identifiable by facing the
viewer and well lit. If there is too much
shadow we cannot identify the
face/mood.
Subtheme 3.10: Not distorting reality to support consistency with the viewers image schema and support
interpretation of meaning: Describes factors that help support interpretation of image meaning, and
consistency with one’s image schema (expectations) for scene content.
Elements should be
-Comments fewer objects in the
“If it is the case that we were
semantically consistent with scene/frame and background may help trying to do is make the scenes as
the scene should be
with make the image easier to read.
easy as possible for people, then
included, and the number of -Comments discussing semantically
absolutely in those situations, you
elements, background
relevant objects, and a unifying image
want to be considering things like
patterns or colors, may need theme, may help decrease complexity. as few objects as possible, as clear
to be simplified if they do not
meaning of the scene as possible.”
contribute to meaning,
“If there are things that you want
context, and/or drawing
them to attend to, like, having
focus away from focal
them relevant to the meaning of
element
the scene.”
“If possible, try to have the
plainest background possible, um,
I think that would help.”
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Include familiar objects,
locations, and meaningful
engagements

-Children respond positively to seeing
themselves or a likeness of themselves
playing with their own items in visual
scenes. Meaningful engagement within
an image can facilitate more positive
reactions and meaning for an individual
than a still or posed image.
-The visual scenes used to create the
image ought to reflect/be customized
to the person’s actual life and
environment, not be a rendering of an
unfamiliar place.
-An individual’s height and mobility
often determine how they see the
world. It may lower complexity to
provide images that mirror how that
person sees their environment (e.g.,
taking the photograph from the
viewers height) to increase readability
of the image by decreasing demands
on an individual’s spatial abilities.

“But I could imagine being able to
say it's nap time being able to
show a picture of you know the
child's bed or bedroom like their
bedroom as opposed to just a
generic drawing of the bed might
really help communicate that
quicker.”

50-85mm lens, may more
naturally reflect how our
eyes see, to limit line and
depth distortions

-Discusses different lenses
-To limit distortion in an image, lenses
or around 50-85 mm lens to mimic the
way the human eye perceives the
world, line, and depth.
-Longer lenses may distort depth, and
line

“So this is a wide angle lens, which is
slightly distorted. Um one of the
things that I suggest to my students is
to use a 50 millimeter lens. Why 50
millimeters? Because it is the same
way that our eyes see in terms of the
shape in general.”

Photograph objects squarely
on to limit line distortion

-We can match the natural angle of the
object in a photo by photographing
items squarely without tilt to help limit
distortion, such as straight lines
appearing bent (e.g., stand in front of
the doorway versus to the side).

“But also, one thing that's a really
easy way to simplify an image that
has a lot of objects is thinking about
the vantage point from which you're
taking it. So if you are too off to the
side of something or too above or
below, like in relation to the scene
that you're photographing that can
sort of create angles that add
complexity, rather than trying to
square up more straight on, or
thinking about your relationship to
it.”

Utilize the perspective of the
individual viewing the image
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“So I my tips would be, uh, if this
is for the child, then get on the
child's level because that's their
perspective, a lot of times, adults
will stand up over them and they'll
have this angle that's not
conducive to the child's worldview
and so they'll not connect with it.”
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Theme 4: Strategies to support the quick application of composition strategies
in a just in time setting: Describes strategies that can allow the camera to “do
the work” during the application of composition strategies that may lower
complexity.
Subtheme 4.1: Utilizing automatic grid lines and frames: Describes automatic camera overlays that provide
may help guide arrangement of scene content
Gridlines for rule of thirds
-The grid line and overlays, available on “And the nice thing about these grids,
both with rule of thirds and
and spiral line
cameras and video cameras, or photo
sometimes now even phi grids is
cropping software may help guide the
most places you can overlay within
photographer in implementing
like a digital SLR camera or I would
composition principles like rule of
imagine, even in like an iPhone.”
thirds phi grids, or spiral line
(Fibonacci). It can be turned on in
photo mode on most automatic
cameras.
Edge frames
-The use of a ~20% edge rule or “safety “They also have the ability to bring
up those safe areas, to make sure it
zone” for photography is helpful for
stops within the safety zone.”
avoiding edge cut off helping ensure
items are more central to the scene
-Vignettes frames can help guide the
viewer to the center of the image.
Subtheme 4.2: Automatic camera settings, especially aperture priority: Describes automatic camera
settings that adjust camera setting based on the photographers identified film speed (ISO), shutter speed, or
aperture priority (controlling depth of field and background focus), and their application.
“Yeah, um, first and foremost I would
Automatic camera settings,
-A DSLR camera (versus a more “point
tell them to set their camera to the
especially aperture priority
and shoot” camera may provide more
aperture priority setting on Canon
options for automatic camera settings
cameras…for a good camera, what it
and image manipulation in real time
will do is it will let you set the
over point and shoot cameras.
aperture you what you want, as the
-Most cameras should be able
photographer, want the aperture to
automatically control for aperture
be set at and then it will compensate
(depth of field), focus, film speed (ISO), accordingly with the shutter speed
and shutter speed.
and the ISO in order to achieve an
-Discusses any considerations for use
adequate exposure.”
of automatic exposure settings.
Subtheme 4.3: Touch screen aps for focus, light, and depth of field: Describes automatic and touch screen
aps that are available on many cellphones to help the photographer control focus, light, exposure and depth
of field.
“So make, focus that somehow, stick
Touch screen aps for focus,
-Touch screen aps, such as portrait
your finger on it if it's your phone or
light, and depth of field
mode on the iPhone allows for the
whatever it is, like, make it focus. The
control, including portrait
photographer to manipulate the
other thing that I think is maybe
mode
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subject’s depth of field, focus, and
lighting.

almost as important is that it must
have light on it, so it's clearly
readable, whereas the unimportant
things can fall into shadow or
darkness. And in fact, new iPhones
do amazing things, like portrait mode
and stuff is really incredible.”

“One thing that could be helpful that
-High dynamic range available on cell
I know exists even on like an iPhone
phones camera can help provide even
exposure. In doing so the camera takes or stuff is the idea of like HDR
imaging…”
multiple exposures (of dark and bright
elements) for an image and combines
them.
Subtheme 4.4: 4 and 4.6k cameras and editing software: Describes the use of cameras and software that
allow for the photographic manipulation and application of compositional principles after the photograph is
taken.
4 and 4.6k cameras and
-With recent advances in the
“Well they’re using 4K now because
editing software
availability of 4k cameras, we are more you can you can do all of that with
easily able to capture high quality
one camera. You can shoot the entire
images that allow for a range of
scene in 4.6K and then you can go
into post-production”
editing/ post-production options after
image capture. Discusses associated
applications.
-Other editing software (e.g.,
Photoshop, Adobe) may also allow for
the application of composition
principles after taking the image.

High dynamic range {HDR)
exposure

Descriptions and uncoded:
Used for comments that define concepts such as saliency and meaning, along with interviewer questions and
comments that do not directly contribute to context of participants response, discussions on how we compose
3D scenes or considerations extending beyond the 2D image (e.g., discuss mixed reality or 360 degree
environments non-visually-based design ideas, navigation ideas such as depth mapping) and how color and line
could theoretically influence affect, participant questions, and other comments tangential to the questions
asked.
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